
Chapter 5, part 2 – Beginnings of Conflict

Points to keep in mind:

• Americans _____________________________

• ___________________ had no rights over the colonies, according to the ____________________

• ________________________________________ ("let it be," i.e., hands off) -- the policy of

___________________  NOT regulating  ____________________

• _______________ - the idea that " _______________________________________________________" 

i.e., maintain a favorable ______________________________________________  --  to export to the colonies

more than you purchase from them

Up thru the mid-1700's, England  passed laws to control __________________________ BUT did not 

_______________  them.  This policy is known as ______________________________________________ , and it helped 

colonial businesses ________________ .  Examples of these laws, sometimes enforced, sometimes not:

• ______________________________ only ______________________ could transport goods to/from colonies

• ______________________________ gave Britain a near-_______________________ on selling _____________ goods in

the colonies

• __________________________ limited colonial ___________________ (helped ___________________________ )

All these acts (and others) gave ___________________  the __________________ in ____________ 

     - but they _____________ were _______ ! 

1763 marks the _____ of the ______________________________________  AND the ____________________ of  

____________________________________ between ______________________ and the ___________________ .

TWO GEORGES, BY GEORGE!  

• ________________________________________ - assumed the throne just before 1763

• ________________________________________ - became Prime Minister in 1763

➢ Prime Minister ≈ __________________________________________________

◦ "took charge" of ___________________________

◦ switched to ____________________________ policies

◦ ended __________________________

✔ ________________________________________ : limited ____________________ to east of 

_____________________________________

✔ __________________________________ : British soldiers in _____________________ during 

_______________ -- and colonies would house them at their expense!

✔ ___________________________ : ____________________ on sugar, molasses, coffee, etc.

✔ ___________________________ : the first INTERNAL tax - not on _______________ !!! (not a _________ )



➢ taxed ______________________________  and many ___________________________

REACTION:  

• ____________________________________________ - fiery orator against Stamp Act

• ____________________________________  1st instance of colonial ___________ (9 states protested tax)

• ____________________________________________  led by ______________________ 

• ________________________  and also ____________________

• ____________________ in 1766

✔ __________________________________ : taxes on ________ , ______ , _________ , and ___________ (!!!) 

– monies raised would pay _______________________________________ (no more 

“__________________________________” – see page 97 in book)

REACTION:

• John __________ : _________________________________________________________

• __________________________ - the ______________________ to buy 

__________________________

  In _________________ :

• ________________________ (customs official seized ____________________'s ship Liberty)

• __________________________________ :

◦ British ________________  and  ____________ arrived at ____________ ; 

◦ Tensions culminated in a _______________________________ turned ugly: _______ colonists _________

◦ Same day: ____________________________ repeals the ____________________________ – EXCEPT the tax 

on   tea    – to show Britain's   “________________________________________________” – !!!!!
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